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Subject: Green Economic Recovery - draft decisions consultation document - Ofwat
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Green-economic-recovery-draft-decisions.pdf
On behalf of the Irwell Catchment Partnership

Dear Ofwat

Our attention has been drawn to the above: we note that the deadline for responses is noon today (9th June
2021).

United Utilities Ltd is the water company for the Irwell Catchment, so this response will relate only to this
organisation’s proposals and your Office’s draft decisions on those.

We welcome your draft proposals to permit the following:

“United Utilities will invest £62.870 million to deliver three schemes.
· Accelerating partnerships to deliver natural solutions: £13.411 million to develop nature-based solutions through
partnership working;
· AMP8 WINEP investments at Bury: £44.060 million to improve the river environment by increasing sewer capacity; and
· Tackling storm overflows: £5.399 million to investigate ways to reduce harm from storm overflows.”

As well as directly benefitting customers, these projects should also contribute to nature’s recovery within
the Irwell and all three are welcomed.

The Irwell Catchment Partnership is particularly keen to continue working in partnership with United
Utilities plc on delivery of ‘natural solutions’ and to continue to lever complementary funding to Water
Company investment.

However, we note the following draft decision with concern:

“We are concerned that there is also the potential for United Utilities to go beyond what is its responsibility as a water
company with some of its proposals, for example on support to farmers, and in removing non-native species from land that
belongs to others. United Utilities is required to manage non-native species on its own land and there is no change to this
requirement. We consider such non-native species management to be part of a company’s base activities. We are also
concerned that phosphorus removal from the proposed catchments is not clearly addressing issues that are the responsibility
of United Utilities. We therefore propose not to allow green recovery funding for the invasive non-native species programme
and apply a 10% challenge to the remaining costs of the programme.”

Unless a strategic approach be taken to control of invasive non-native species (INNS), such species will
inevitably recolonise United Utilities plc landholdings. That would, therefore, necessitate indefinite control
by the company: the indefinite costs resulting would, presumably, be passed on to its customers indefinitely
in bills. Moreover, without a coordinated catchment based approach, evidence from partners in Greater
Manchester and beyond shows the problem is increasing and that increases in budgets are necessary to
match the growing scale.  In Yorkshire a landscape scale approach to addressing INNS is being funded by
the EA & Yorkshire Water working alongside third parties.  This project is demonstrating a significant
reduction in invasive plants and quantifiably in subsequent treatment / control budgets.  Similar approaches
across the country also demonstrate that a concerted and coordinated collaborative response is necessary in
order to turn the tide of exponential growth in this issue.
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The seriousness of the invasives situation is particularly notable in the Irwell Catchment in relation to Giant
Hogweed and Japanese Knotweed; 10 years ago when the Environment Agency had a dedicated resource to
coordinate responses, Giant Hogweed was all but eradicated from the catchment.  Since then the species has
re-colonised via waterways and is now starting to spread via other vectors across land.  Sustained
partnership working to identify and map species presence,  control activity and resourcing and to coordinate
the resources required to ‘plug gaps’ and engage with landowners as to their responsibilities is, therefore, a
necessity if costs are to be reduced year on year. Without the investment to undertake some of this initial
coordination activity, opportunities for leverage of further funding will be lost, and the necessary action fall
short of what is required to protect United Utilities’ land into the future. 

We are also concerned that phosphorus removal from the proposed catchments is perceived by Ofwat as
“not clearly addressing issues that are the responsibility of United Utilities”; this even where United
Utilities Ltd, the Environment Agency or third parties are able to  demonstrate that catchment interventions
offer a more cost-effective means of tackling phosphate pollution than doing so solely at UU’s own assets. 
This is especially true where such interventions would offer wider public benefit to the natural environment.
In our analysis this would, therefore, seem an obvious concept for Ofwat to allow.  It is also important to
note that there are places where elevated levels of phosphate will occur in water courses as the result of
lawful actions on land for which there is currently no legal or regulatory requirement for reduction or
elimination.  We would also encourage Ofwat to challenge government and other regulators to ensure that
the other sources of phosphate are being addressed.

Finally, we note a “10% challenge on the remaining costs”; we would welcome clarity as to what this means
or the rationale that underpins the figure.   

Kind regards

Paula Pearson   |   Projects & Partnerships Lead - Irwell Catchment Partnership
Host Officer

Groundwork Greater Manchester
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